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CHAPTER I 

INTRODUCTION 

 

A. Background of the Study  

Oppression is a situation in which people are governed in an unfair 

and cruel way and prevented from having opportunities and freedom by the 

ruling elite. The ruling elite are the class that has the most power to shape 

society according to its own strategic interests. But shaping society means 

exercising power over and against the rest of us. As Marx pointed out, 

oppression is necessary for every division between rulers and ruled an 

oppression class is the vital condition for every society founded on the 

antagonism of classes.  

Oppression has been experienced by the people of Indonesia in the 

reigns of President Suharto, in that era Indonesian’s people suffered 

oppression where freedom of speech is fully controlled thereby limiting 

freedom of expression by the people. In addition, President Suharto also 

did oppression on the ethnic Chinese in Indonesia, prohibiting the use of 

Chinese writing, and closes the Chinese organizations. 

According to Carl Letner psychology oppression is both a 

phenomenon and an explanatory construct just as psychology is 

phenomenon and also the study of that phenomenon (e.g., behaviorist 

psychology, cognitive psychology). The phenomenon called “psychology 

of oppression” is the psychological effect of social oppression, and the 

psychological requirements that sustain (are functional for) social 

oppression. In the other words, social oppression includes a psychological 

complement in the victim that contributes to his subjugation. Now 

oppression is not only studied in psychology but also as the subject of a 

story by an author to write a fictional story.  

Suzanne Collin is the youngest of four children was born on August 

10, 1962, in Hartford, Connecticut. She is the author of The Underland 
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Chronicles, her first book which published in 2003. Her second book which 

makes her as celebrity is The Hunger Games trilogy published in 2008. She 

got idea about the cruel futuristic government who choose 24 children by 

lottery and fight to the death that’s televised live it is based on the myth of 

Theseus and Minotaur that she read when she was eight years old. It tells 

about the punishment for displeasing Crete, Athens periodically had to 

send seven youths and maidens to Crete, where they were thrown into the 

labyrinth and devoured by the Minotaur, which is monster that’s half man, 

and half bull. The cycle doesn’t end until Theseus volunteers to go, and he 

kills the Minotaur. So Suzanne Collins decided to write basically an 

updated version of the Roman gladiator games. She also inspired to write 

the series after channel surfing between reality television and war 

coverage.  

Suzanne Collin as the author of The Hunger Games used oppression as 

the main subject on her work. In her work, she tells how a group of rulers 

give oppression to the lower class, and they do not have power to against 

the rulers. It seen from the punishment to the people in Panem for their 

rebellion in the past because of that Capitol did something worse that kill 

people in the Districts, Capitol kill their children. Moreover, the parents sat 

by apparently powerless to stop it. Capitol is the ruler’s class which has 

authority to control people and will kill the people who do rebellion.  

Furthermore those novels also get a lot of positive response by readers, 

from Goodreads website, Finn said “Hunger games are the best series in 

the world”, the other readers also give comments, and Gay said “Fabulous 

series! Highly recommended. Written as young adult fiction, but absolutely 

enjoyable for adults.” Diane said “Amazingly brutal dystopian future with 

moments of pure beauty that rival any in modern fiction.” The Hunger 

Games novel first published as a hardcover in the United States on 
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september 14, 2008, had a first printing of 50.000 copies which was 

bumped up twice to 200.000 copies. By February 2010, the book sold 

800.000 copies and rights to the novel had been sold in 38 territories 

worldwide. The Hunger Games entered the New York Times Best Seller 

list in November 2008, where it would feature for over 100 consecutive 

weeks.  

The first film adaption of The Hunger Games novels trilogy released 

in March 2012 directed by Gary Ross. Second film Catching Fire released 

on November 22, 2013. Mockingjay Part 1 was release November 21, 

2014, and Mockingjay Part 2 was release November 20, 2015. The Hunger 

Games film won ASCAP Film and Television Music Awards in 2013 as 

Top Box Office Films.  

As a result of the significant popularity of The Hunger Games books, 

Collin was named one of Time Magazine’s most influential people of 

2010. In March 2012, Amazone announced that Collins had become the 

bestselling Kindle author of all time. She also gets to many awards from 

her work such California Young Reader Medal (2011), Georgia Peach 

Book Awards for Teen Readers (2010), CYIBIL award- Fantasy and 

Science Fiction (2008), and etc.  

The Hunger Games begin when Capitol as the cruel government give 

punishment to the twelve district of Panem for their rebellion in the past. 

The aim for this game is to make the people in Panem submissive with the 

Capitol, but from this game also used to entertain Capitol’s people by 

television live show. In the first The Hunger Games (2008) novel Katniss 

Everdeen is the main character of this novel replaced the position of her 

sister to join this game with Peeta Melark. After through all of the defiance 

and fight with others player from twelve district, Capitol give 

announcement that there are two winners in this game, finally Katniss and 

Peeta can through it, but at that time Capitol change the announcement that 

just one person will be remains in this game. Katniss and Peeta refuse to 
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kill each other’s, and they agree to kill their self by eating poisoned berries, 

Katniss argue that if both of them eat the berries Capitol does not have the 

winner in this game but before they eat the berries, Claudius clarify the 

announcement and said that both of them are the winner of The Hunger 

Games -74. President Snow latter executed Sceneca Crane as the head 

gamemakers because allowing both Katniss and Peeta to live.  

In the The Hunger Games: Catching Fire (2009) novel firstly tells 

when President Snow visits Katniss in her home and inform because of her 

action in arena it makes people in the others districts do rebellion. President 

Snow threatens Katniss to make sure all of the people in district believe 

that what she did in arena was driven by love not by rebellion, it is 

purposes to stop uprising in the districts. In the other hand, President Snow 

has another strategy to change the attention of the rebellion in Districts by 

held Quarter Quell. He tells that this Quarter Quell will be played by 

previous victors from each Districts. Furthermore, from the district 12 there 

are three victors, Peeta, Haymitch, and Katniss. Peeta and Katniss choose 

as the player to join in this Quarter Quell but in the end of this game 

Katniss destroyed the arena by her arrow and at that time the arena was 

destroyed and she survived by Plutarch Heavensbee who leave the capitol. 

At that time President Snow which monitor the game surprised and he 

know that that Plutarch was run away, from this incident President Snow 

declares war on the rebel forces.  

The Hunger Games: Mockingjay tells the story of Katniss as the 

symbol of rebellion to resist the Capitol. Plutarch Heaveansbee actually 

just disguises as the head game master and he is actually the traitor of 

Capitol. Plutarch and President Alma Coin are the leader of the rebellion. 

Prim death because of the bomb of president Coin, so Katniss kill her by 

archer to avenge Prim’s death and she also refuse with Coin’s opinion to 

held Hunger Games for Capitol generation. Moreover, President Snow dies 
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by the anger of the people in Panem.  In the end of this story, the revolution 

happened. Katniss and Peeta marry and happy ever after with their child’s. 

A school of thought by Karl Marx and Friendrich Engels, the Marxist 

perspective, professes that difference socioeconomic classes have more 

powerful effect in dividing people compared to difference in religious 

beliefs, race, ethnicity, or gender (Tyson, 2006: 54). To the extent, Marxist 

critics believe that economic power is the root of all social and political 

activities within a society uses each method of their government system to 

hide the unfairness in their “socioeconomic arrangement” and the 

repercussions that this unfairness has towards the less fortunate. 

 

Karl Marx, the German philosopher who wrote The Communist 

Manifesto. Marx and Frederick Engels argued that all of history is about 

the struggle between the bourgeoisie (owners) and the proletariats 

(workers). Marxism looks at this system as patently unfair, because the 

majority of the wealth is held by the smallest group of people, and the 

poorest people are the ones who work their whole live to seek out an 

existence for the profit of the few rich people.    As he describes the world 

driven by the bourgeoisie, the proletariats are illustrated as the majority 

force that will take down this government. As Marx portrays this class 

struggle and eventual uproar, these same roles are seen taken in a similar 

fashion by the divisions within The Hunger Games: the ruling Capitol of 

Panem and the district people below. As the Capitol of Panem’s own 

methods lead to its ensuing downfall, The Hunger Games overall provides 

a concrete example that proves the theory Marx makes in the Communist 

Manifesto and the writer uses Marxist theory to know how and why 

oppression happens in The Hunger Games Trilogy. 

There are some reasons why the researcher interested in analyzing 

these novels. Firstly, The Hunger Games novel described the cruel 

futuristic government who always give oppression to the people who have 
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hope for better life. It can be seen from the hunger games competition 

which held every years, it is the strategy of the capitol to make the people 

hopeless to against the capitol authority. Capitol also kills everyone with 

did rebellion or make capitol look foolish.    

Secondly it is about Social class between capitol and people in 

Districts which have different life. It is described when people in Capitol 

hold party, there are a lot of food there, and if their stomach full they can 

drink a glass of water and it can make them spew and they can eat as much 

as they want even though people in Panem lack of food.  

Based on the data above, the researcher proposes a researcher entitled 

STRATEGY OF OPPRESSION AGAINST THE PEOPLE BY THE 

RULING ELITE REFLECTED IN SUZANNE COLLINS’S THE 

HUNGER GAMES NOVEL TRILOGY (2008): MARXIST THEORY 

B. Problem Statements 

 The major problem of the study is how the strategy of oppression 

against the people by the ruling elite in this work. The problem statement is 

further dissected into the following research questions: 

1. What are the indicators of oppression in the novel The Hunger Games? 

2. How is oppression depicted in the novel The Hunger Games? 

3. Why did the authors address oppression in the novel The Hunger 

Games? 

C. Objectives of the Study 

Based on the problem statement above, the objectives of the research 

as the following: 

1. To identity the indicators of oppression in the novel The Hunger 

Games. 

2. To describe the oppression depicted in the novel The Hunger Games. 

3. To reveal the reason of the authors addressed oppression in the novels 

The Hunger Games. 
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D. Benefits of the study 

The result of this research is expected to give some benefits as follows: 

1. Theoretical Benefit 

This study will be beneficial for contributing to the large body 

of knowledge, particularly literary study on Suzanne Collin’s The 

Hunger Games Trilogy. 

2. Practical Benefit 

Practically this research will give influence for me as a 

researcher, the next researcher. For me as a researcher this research 

can enrich my knowledge especially by learning Marxist theory. Then, 

the researcher hopes that this research can help the others researcher 

and gives deeper understanding in literary field as references and 

previous study to other researchers in analyzing Suzanne Collin’s The 

Hunger Games Trilogy novel especially based on Marxist theory. 

E. Organization of the Study 

This final project the researcher organized this paper into five chapters and 

subchapters. First in the chapter one there is introduction, which consist of 

background of the study, limitation of the study, problem statement, 

objectives of the study, benefits of the study, and organization of the study. 

Second, in the chapter two there is literature review, which consist of two 

subchapters. First, underlying theories, it explains some theory that discusses 

about notion of psychoanalysis, structures of personality, notion of human 

mind, and element of novel. Second, review of related studies that explain 

some previous studies of this research. Third, chapter three there is research 

method. This chapter consists of five subchapters. The first is type of the 

study. Second, object of the study. Third, type of data and data source. Fourth, 

method of collecting data, and the last but not the least is technique of 

analyzing data. Fourth, chapter four is finding and discussion. This finding 
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and analysis consist of three subchapters. The first is indicators of oppression. 

Second, oppression depicted in the novels and the last the reason why the 

author addressed oppression in these novels. Therefore, in the last is chapter 

five is conclusion which gives the result of the research. Moreover, the 

suggestion is to give the next researcher idea about the issue and topic, and 

pedagogical implication is the effect of the novel and the research for the large 

body of knowledge. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


